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This thesis examines the diverse functions of -ji in Gugu-

Yalanji, a language of Northeastern Australia. A general intro-

duction to the syntax of the language is given. The verbal affix

-Ji and its effect on sentences is detailed in Chapter I. Chapter II

shows that the function of -ji_ in Yidiny and Dyirbal, two neigh-

boring languages, is to intransitivize verbs to allow sentence

coordination. Sentence coordination does not appear to be the

primary function of Ji in Gugu-Yalanji. Other functions of the

verbal affix J_ in Yidin and Dyirbal are examined in Chapter III.

The affix -_ appears to be sensitive to the features of transi-

tivity and marks transitive verbs as intransitive, shown in

Chapter IV. Chapter V develops a new hypothesis regarding the

use of -j in Gugu-Yalanji. There, after considering other uses

of J as a nonverbal affix, it is concluded that the suffix is

actually a formal mark of stativity.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Gugu-Yalanji, 'speech of this place', is an Australian

Aboriginal language. Although it is not a tribal name, the speakers

of this language are also referred to as Gugu-Yalanji. There are

approximately 500 speakers of Gugu-Yalanji, and the area in which it

is spoken spreads from Cairns to Cooktown along the coast of Northern

Queensland and inland about 100 miles. Gugu-Yalanji has two main

dialects, Gugu-Yalanji and Gugu-Njungkul, which are almost identical,

and various sub-dialects which are mutually intelligible.

The data on Gugu-Yalanji come from two groups of field workers:

William and Lynette Oates compiled a word list and provided some

phonetic description; Ruth and Henry Hershberger (hereafter referred

to as R.H. and H.H.) have provided grammatical and further phono-

logical descriptions. The Hershbergers have translated a number of

texts into Gugu-Yalanji. Most of the examples used here for illus-

tration are from Mayi Kaykayanga (Food for Babies) and their trans-

Tation of the Epistle of Saint James.

The vowels in Gugu-Yalanji are /a/, /i/, and /u/. Vowel

length is not a distinctive feature. The consonants are shown in

the following table:

1
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TABLE I

CONSONANTS IN GUGU-YALANJI

Labial Aveolar Palatal Velar

p t k

m n n

r rr y w

As there is no phonemic distinction between voiced and unvoiced

stops, the stops will be represented by the letters b, d, and k.

This enables the velar nasal /rj/ to be represented by the Tetters ng.

The palatal nasal /nF/ is represented by ny.

Although this thesis concerns a syntactic aspect of Gugu-Yalanji,

it is necessary to understand some of the phonological rules of the

language to understand the numerous case suffixes. When a suffix is

added to a base word, there is vowel harmony between the last vowel

of the base word and the vowel of the suffix. If the last vowel of

the base word is /u/, the vowel of the suffix is /u/. If the last

vowel of the base word is /a/ or /i/, the vowel of the suffix is /a/.

Nouns are divided into animate and inanimate by the addition of

an animacy marker -Vn. The V follows the rules of vowel harmony, ex-

cept in cases where it is contiguous with a vowel in the base word.

It is then deleted. The case suffixes which follow the animacy

marker are constant except for vowel harmony. For inanimate nouns
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the case suffixes vary not only because of vowel harmony, but they

change in a phonologically predictable pattern according to the final

consonant of the base word. Thus while it appears that there are

many different endings for the same case, these are all phonological

variations.

Syntax

'Ergativity is a term used...to refer to a, system of nominal case

markings where the subject of an intransitive verb has the same mor-

phological marker as a direct object, and a different morphological

marker from the subject of a transitive verb' (Comrie 1978:331).

Gugu-Yalanji is an ergative language by this definition, although

pronouns fit a nominative-accusative pattern.

Nouns

Case markings on Gugu-Yalanji nouns are possessive, locative,

ablative, instrumental, dative, ergative, and absolute. The last

three cases are renamed from Hershberger (H.H. 1964B:73) so that they

conform to the usual nomenclature. The table on page 4 gives the

most common case markings for nouns with some phonetic variation.

Hershberger also describes an 'accompaniment' case ending in -.

However this ending does not vary and also attaches to adjectives with

the same meaning of 'with' or 'having' . In fact it is used in Gugu-

Yalan-ji (gugu 'speech', yalan 'place'). Sutton has described a 'having'

affix in fifty Australian languages and it is likely that this -ji in

Gugu-Yalanji belongs to this category also (Sutton 1976).
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TABLE II

NOUN CASE MARKINGS IN GUGU-YALANJI*

Animate Word Base Inanimate Word Base

Ergative

Absol ute

Dative

Locative

Abl ati ve

Instrumental

Possessive

-ngka -ngku

-nka -nku

-nda -ndu

-ndamun -ndumun

-ndamundu

-nga -ngu

-bu -da -du

-ka -ku

-ba -bu

-mun

-bu -da -du

-nga -ngu

*Adapted from H.H. 1964B:74

Nouns form plurals by reduplication of the complete noun. Often

the dual pronoun is used to denote two.

Pronouns

Pronouns follow a nominative-accusative pattern with the subject

of a transitive verb and the subject of an intransitive verb taking

the same case ending, while the object of the transitive verb takes a

different case ending. This is a common feature of many Australian

languages.

In his now classic article Michael Silverstein explains this split

case system in terms of a hierarchy of semantic features. As pronouns

are more likely than nouns to be the agents of a transitive verb, they

are unmarked and so have the zero case ending for subject of a tran-

sitive and intransitive verb. All languages have a point where un-

Case
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markedness becomes markedness as the hierarchy of features descends.

In Gugu-Yalanji and many other Australian languages the point of

markedness for agentivity occurs between pronouns and animate NPs so

that these NPs are then marked as ergative. Similarly there is a

patient hierarchy working in reverse so that pronouns are least likely

to be the transitive patient and inanimate nouns most likely. The

patient, or accusative, marking is then on pronouns while NPs realize

a zero marking (Silverstein 1976).

It is interesting to note that inanimate NPs have exactly the

same case ending for ergative and instrumental (Table I). This may

indicate that there is indeed no ergative case for an inanimate NP

as an inanimate NP is so low on the agentivity hierarchy.

Verbs

Verbs in Gugu-Yalanji can be divided into four classes:

transitive, intransitive, adjectives, and 'middle'" verbs.

Transitive and intransitive verbs can take affixes which show

tense and aspect. There are two tenses: completed action and non-

completed action. Non-completed action can be either present or

future. Both types of verbs take the affix -n for completed action.

For non-completed action intransitive verbs take the affix -y, and

transitive verbs take the affix -1. There are some exceptions to

this. Hershberger (R.H. 1964B:36-43) has noted the following intran-

sitive verbs which take the transitive non-completed action affix.

janji-1 'swim, bathe'

wandi-l 'come out, wake up'
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jalama-l 'jump'

wala-l 'enter'

It appears that some adjectives with a -ma affix also take the -l

ending.

dagwuy-ma-l 'become hungry'

yalbay-ma-1 'become big'

Continuous action is shown on two-syllable verbs by reduplicating

the entire verb; for three-syllable verbs only the first two syllables

are reduplicated. There are also some exceptions for some common

verbs which do not seem to fit into any pattern. The following are

examples of continuous aspect for two- and three-syllable verbs:

nugal - 'eat' nugalnugan - 'was eating'

julurri - 'wash' julujulurrin - 'was washing'

Transitive verbs have an agent noun in the ergative case and an

object in the absolute case (this is a zero ending).

e.g.

(1) Danny-ngka mayi nuga-n (R.H. 1964B:48).

Danny-ERG. food-0 (ABS.) eat-C.

'Danny ate the food.'

Intransitive verbs have a subject in the absolute case with a

zero ending.

e.g.

(2) Marilyn janjan-y-ku (R.H. 1964B:53).

Marilyn standing-N.C.-still.

'Marilyn is still standing.'
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Adjectives have been classed here with verbs, as Gugu-Yalanji

does not have a verb 'to be'; an adjective describing a noun or pro-

noun can complete a sentence.

e.g.

(3) Jackie nyulu wandul (H.H. & R.H. 1974:13).

'Jackie he fat.'

'Middle verbs' are those verbs which take the unmarked noun as

the subject and the dative case as the object. Hershberger calls

these verbs 'associative' as they take the 'associative' case (R.H.

1970:812). I have renamed this case dative. The three verbs which

fit into this category are illustrated here:

binal - 'know, understand'

wawu - 'want, like'

balu - 'don't care to/for'

e.g.

(4) Ngana yinya-nka bina-l (R.H. & H.H. 1973:9).

We that-DAT. know-N.C.

'We know that.'

Two important verbal affixes in Gugu-Yalanji are -ma, an inchoa-

tive, and -mana, a causative. -ma is added to adjectives to form an

The only changes I have made to the glosses and translations
for the Hershbergers' papers for 1964 and 1970 are the names of
case endings to conform to ergative terminology. The glosses and
translations for the texts (1973 and 1974) are mine.

Abbreviations used are ERG.-ergative, ABS.-absolute, LOC.-locative,
DAT.-dative, INST.-instrumental, INCH.-inchoative, N.C.-non-comple-
ted action, C.-completed action, PURP.-purposive, NOM.-nominative,
ACC.-accusative, ACCOM.-accompaniment, and ABL.-ablative.
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intransitive verb. When -ma is added to an adjective, it seems to

suggest a state which began at a particular point in time.

e.g.

(5) Nyulu wawurr-wawurr-ma-n nyungu kangkal balkaji-nya.

-ma

e.g.

She happy-INCH-C. her child born-because.

'She is happy because her child is born' (R.H. & H.H.. 1974:1).

reduplicates to form the present continuous.

(6) Jackie nyulu yalbay-ma-l-ma-l (R.H. & H.H. 1974:11).

Jackie he big-INCH.-N.C.-INCH.-N.C.

'Jackie is getting big.'

English intransitive verbs are adopted into the language as ad-

jectives and -ma is added to them.

e.g.

(7) Wait-ma-n (R.H. 1970:814).

Wait-INCH.-C.

'(We) waited.'

Mana is a verb meaning 'get' but when -mana is suffixed to an

intransitive verb, the verb becomes transitive. When one of the

aspects is suffixed to -mana, -mana becomes -mani (R.H. 1964B:42).

e.g.

dara-y - 'fall'

dara-y-mani-l - 'drop'

When a verb is made transitive in this fashion, the subject of

the intransitive verb is in the absolute case and remains in the ab-
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solute case as the object of the transitive verb while the added

'causer' is in the ergative case.

e.g.

(8) Kulji dara-n (R.H.1964B:51).

Stone-0 fall-C.

(9) Danny-ngka kulji dara-y-mani-n (R.H. 1964B:51).

Danny ERG. stone-0 fall-N.C. CAUS.-C.

'Danny dropped the stone.'

There are two other affixes which transitivize adjectives and

verbs in the same way. They are bunga - 'to make' and dama - 'to

make'. Dama is less common than bunga. All English verbs have one

of these verbal affixes added when they are incorporated into the

language.

doim-bungal - 'do'

helpim-bungal - 'help'

There is one other verbal affix which Hershberger labels as an

inchoative (R.H. 1964B:37). It is -ja -'just about to', or 'just

going to'. It appears to be in complimentary distribution with -ma.

Two affixes attach to verbs in subordinate clauses:

-ka - 'for the purpose of'

e.g.

(10) Bama-ngka bridle yijarri-1 yarraman-anda ngandal-ba nyulu

man-ERG. bridle-ABS. put-N.C. horse-LOC. mouth-LOC. he

yarraman jurrkin-ka dungan-ka yinyay-mba (R.H. & K.H. 1973:26)

horse-ABS. change direction-PURP. go-PURP. other-LOC.
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'Man puts a bridle into the mouth of a horse so that (for the

purpose of) he change direction to (for the purpose of) go

another way'.

-nya - 'because'

Sometimes -nya seems to make the verb behave like, or translate as, a

participle, e.g.

(11) Yundu ngamu ngulkurr, yundu kangkal-ba minya tin-ji

You mother good you child-LOC meat-food-ABS. tin-ACCOMP.

daji-nya, ngulkurr-duku kuji-nya (R.H. & H.H. 1974:21

give-because good-care take-because.

'You are a good mother because you give your child tinned

baby food, because you take good care of him.'

There are other less important verbal affixes. They are

-nji - 'might' (warning)

-nyaku - 'should'

-ka - imperative on three syllable verbs except

-mana and -bunga.

There is one verbal affix, -maniji, the functions of which were

unknown (R.H. 1964B:50). Hershberger has since translated this

2
as an intransitivizer (1981. personal communications. I have

translated this as bi-morphemic; -mani - causative and -ji which is

discussed below.

The most important verbal affix is -ji, and the rest of this

paper is devoted to discussion of this affix.

2I would like to thank Mr. and Mrs.. Hank Hershberger who answered
many of my questions about Gugu-Yalanji.
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The Verbal Affix -ji

In 1964 Ruth Hershberger described the verbal affix -ji as a

passive. 'When a transitive clause is transformed by -ji, the subject

becomes locative and the object becomes the subject of the passive

verb' (R.H. 1964B:47). Hershberger was trying to fit Gugu-Yalanji

into a nominative-accusative structure and argues from this that

-ji intransitivizes verbs. The following are some of the ex-

amples she gives of the effect of this affix. The case names have

been changed to fit into an ergative pattern to avoid confusion.

(12) Hank-angka minya yaka-n.

Hank-ERG. meat-ABS. cut-C.

'Hank cut the meat'

(13) Hank-anda minya yaka-ji-n.

Hank-LOC. meat-ABS. cut-PASS.-C.

'The meat was cut by Hank.'

(14) Danny-ngka kambi ngumbu-bunga-n.

Danny-ERG. dress-ABS. black-make-C.

'Danny made the dress dirty'.

(15) Danny-nda kambi ngumbu-bunga-ji-n.

Danny-LOC. dress-ABS. black-make-PASS.-C.

'The dress was made dirty by Danny.'

There were exceptions to this noted where "the subject of the

transitive verb remains the subject of the transformed intransitive

verb. The object of the transitive verb becomes a locative for the

transformed intransitive verb' (R.H. 1964B:47).
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The following were exceptions noted:

(16) Danny-ngka mayi nuka-n.

Danny-ERG. food-ABS. eat-C.

'Danny ate the food .

(17) Danny mayi-nga nuka-ji-n.

Danny-ABS. food-LOC. eat-INTR.-C.

'Danny had his food (?) '*

(18) Danny-ngka kaya yajarri-n.

Danny-ERG. dog-ABS. laugh-C.

'Danny laughed (at) the dog.'

(19) Danny kaya-nda yajarr-ji-n.

Danny-ABS. dog-LOC. laugh-INTR.-C.

'Danny laughed (at) the dog (?)'*

In the above examples Hershberger ceases to call -ji passive and calls

it an intransitivizer. The following examples are given by her to

contrast the two ways -ji transforms clauses.

(20) Danny-ngka mayi nyaji-n.

Danny-ERG. food-ABS. see-C.

'Danny saw the food.'

(21) Danny-nda mayi nyaji-ji-n.

Danny-LOC. food-ABS. see-PASS.-C.

'The food was seen by Danny.'

*The question marks in parentheses are Hershberger's.
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(22) Danny-ngka mayf nuka-n.

Danny-ERG. food-ABS. eat-C.

Danny ate the food.'

(23) Danny mayi-nga nuka-ji-n.

Danny-ABS. food-LOC. eat-INTR.-C.

'Danny had his food (?)'* (R.H4. 1964B:48).

The diverse surface functions of -ji as a verbal affix, and its

effect on the syntax of Gugu-Yalanji sentences, will be examined in

the following chapter. A hypothesis that -ji is actually a formal

mark of stativity will be offered. This hypothesis accounts for

the use of -i as a verbal affix to mark the passive, the con-

tinuous, and to intransitivize verbs. It also accounts for the

use of -4 as a non-verbal affix to show 'having,' 'accompaniment,'

and as an emphatic marker.



CHAPTER II

PASSIVE AND ANTI-PASSIVE IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES

Passive

In his survey of Australian languages in 1972 Wurm noted that

'one general characteristic of almost all Australian languages is the

absence of a passive voice' (Wurm 1972:61). However,

the presence of reflexive and reciprocal verb forms is quite
a common feature of Australian languages, but the markers
indicating them show regional formal agreement only in many
parts of the South-eastern quarter of the continent where
variations of the suffixes -1-ana- for the reflexive and
(ngi)-dji-linga- for the reciprocal are found, both of them
added to the verb stem before other suffixes. At the same
time, considerable confusion exists between the two cate-
ories when various languages are compared with each other
Wurm 1972:671

So although our J_ may be related to the -dji- of the South-

eastern languages (Gugu-Yalanji is a Northeastern language), there

is apparently no such affix with a passive meaning.

Hale notes there are two language types in Australia: ergative

and accusative: '...ergative languages in Australia typically lack

the active-passive relation, while all accusative languages of which

I am aware possess it' (Hale 1970:758). He. goes on to argue that

ergative languages in fact developed from the passive form of accu-

sative languages, and by this theory accounts for the special ergative

marking on the agent, and the different ending on transitive verbs,

14
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this ending being the original passive suffix (Hale 1970).

A very similar argument is used by Chung to explain why some Poly-

nesian languages are ergative while Proto-Polynesian is an accusative

language (Chung 1977).

Anti-Passive

In 1972 R.M.W. Dixon published a complete grammar of Dyirbal, a

language spoken in Northeastern Queensland. He noted a curious ver-

bal affix -nay, which had the effect of changing the case of nouns in

the clause when it was added to verbs. The following Dyirbal examples

illustrating this point are from Dixon (Dixon 1972:65-66).

The script used is slightly different from the one I have been using

for Gugu-Yalanji. -Bay omits the -y when another affix is added. The

-nay affix is underlined, and I have hyphenated the ergative and dative

endings on nouns. Bayi, balan and bargul are classifiers:

(22) bayi bargan baugul yara-ngu cqurgapu.

'The man is spearing the wallaby.'

(23) bayi yara bagul bargan-du durganapu

'The man is spearing the wallaby.'

(24) balan dugumbil bangul yara-ngu balgan

'The man is hitting a woman.'

(25) bayi yata bangun dugumbi-ru balgalgjafu

'The man is hitting a woman.'

There the nay affix merely causes the nouns to switch cases so that

in (22) and (24) the 'normal' ergative ending attaches to -yara (man)
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and the normal zero ending for absolute case is on bargain (wallaby)

and dugumbil. (woman). In the -gay sentences the ergative ending is on

bargain and djpgumbil while the zero affix is on yara.

'However, a sentence can also be transformed into a -nay form in

which dative is substituted for the nominative inflection of the NP in

the 0 function' (Dixon 1972:66).

(26) bayi yara bangul bargan-gu durgaanu

'The man is spearing a wallaby."'

(27) bayi yara bangun dugumbil-gu balgalganu

'The man is hitting the woman.'

This appears very similar to sentences (21) and (23) in Gugu-Yalanji

where the original absolute noun is in the locative, whereas in

Dyirbal it is in dative case.

Dixon says the difference between (22-23) and (24-25) is one of

topic. The object of the verb is the topic in the first two sentences,

whereas the actor is the topic in the second sentences. Of the last

two sentences (26-27) he says, "'the difference...is felt by speakers

of Dyirbal to be a crucial and important one; it cannot be brought out

through English glosses...Roughly, in (23) and (25) the actor, goal

and action make up an event; (26-27) imply something more - that the

actor is positively implicating the goal in the event. The difference

is essentially one of topic' (Dixon 1972:66).

This process of changing the topic in the sentence became known

as 'anti-passive'. It is a process essential to sentence co-ordination

in Dyirbal. Because sentence co-ordination is based on the morphology
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of nouns, Dixon calls the syntactic system 'ergative'".

The Anti-Passive and Sentence Co-ordination in Dyirbal

In the discussion which follows the abbreviations which are used

by Dixon are used. They are as follows:

Agent of a transitive verb. - A (ergative inflection)

Object of a transitive verb - 0 (zero inflection-absolute)

Subject of an intransitive verb - S (zero inflection-absolute)

Discourse in Dyirbal consists of "topic" chains. The common NP

for successive clauses must be in the absolute case, either 0 or S.

If the common NP is an agent, A, it must be changed to 0 by means of

a -Gay construction. A common NP which is 0 in one clause and S in

the next can be joined immediately, and even omitted in the second

clause (Dixon 1972).

The Anti-Passive and Yidin

In 1977 Dixon published a complete grammar of Yidin. Yidin is

also spoken in Northern Queensland about two hundred miles north of

the area where Dyirbal is spoken. Dixon says that Dyirbal and Yidin

are unalike except in areas where all Australian languages are similar.

There is, however, one area in which the two languages are very simi-

lar -sentence co-ordination involving a common noun. As in Dyftbal

when two sentences are co-ordinated the common NP must be in the S or

0 function. If one of the NPs is in A function, an anti-passive con-

struction is used to bring it into S/0 function and this anti-passive

marker is -dji (the -dji of Yidin and the -ji of Gugu-Yalanji are
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phonetically the same; the difference in spelling is because of the

different script used by Dixon).

However Yidiny only combines sentences involving nouns with an

ergative syntax. For pronouns sentences are combined following the

nominative - accusative morphology of S=A, so that the common pro-

noun can be subject of a transitive verb and subject of an intransi-

tive verb. This follows exactly the ergative morphology of nouns

and the nominative-accusative morphology of pronouns; although

Dyirbal also has a split noun-pronoun system, the syntax is ergative

for both (Dixon 1977A).

When this anti-passive construction is effected, the noun which

had the ergative inflection is put in the absolute case and the noun

which was originally in the absolute case is put into .either the

dative or locative case. The criterion for use of dative or locative

case is an animacy hierarchy. Human referents are put in the dative,

inanimate objects in the locative and animals in either, although a

hierarchy exists with dogs more likely to be in the dative and insects

in the locative (Dixon .977A:ll).

In 1977 Blake surveyed Australian languages and noticed the case

changes in Gugu-Yalanji. 'With the verbs for "eat", "dig" and 'laugh"

we apparently get an anti-passive construction inasmuch as A goes

into the nominative and P into the locative' (Blake 1977:26).

Is there in fact an anti-passive in Gugu-Yalanji? The term anti-

passive is used to refer to a syntactic device which changes the case

of nouns so that when two clauses are co-ordinated the common noun in
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each clause is in the absolute case. Let us examine sentence co-

ordination in Gugu-Yalanji involving both nouns and pronouns.

Anti-Passive and Sentence Co-ordination in Gugu-Yalanji?

For pronouns, sentence co-ordination follows the nominative-accu-

sative syntax which corresponds to the pronoun morphology just as it

does in YidinE:

e.g.

(28) Yubal dunga-y-da, God-ungku yubal-an wumbul-bunga-l.

You-DUAL. go-N.C.-now god-ERG. you-DUAL-ACC. warm-make-N.C.

(H.H.& R.H. 1973:18)

'You go now, God will keep you warm.'

In the two texts I have studied there are very few sentences

with two co-ordinating sentences involving a common noun. This is

because, when two clauses are joined, usually the noun in the first

clause is replaced by a pronoun in the second clause, and, because

pronouns follow a nominative-accusative syntax, an ergative noun in

the first clause can be combined with an intransitive verb in the

second, as the pronoun representing the ergative noun can be the sub-

ject of an intransitive, as well as a transitive verb. There are,

however, the following examples of clause co-ordination involving a

common noun,:

(29) Mayi kulbul-mal-da, bama-ngka mani-l-da (H.H.& R.. 1973:44).

food-ABS. ripe-INCH.-now, man-ERG. get-N.C.-now

'When the food becomes ripe man gets ft
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Here the syntax is the same as in Dyirbal and Yidin and the clauses

are combined with a common noun in the absolute case.

(30) Bama kada-y, bulki kuni-l-da, minya-ka (H.H. Re.H. 1973:43).

man-ABS. come-N.C. bullock-ABS. kill-N.C.-now meat-PURP.

'Man comes, and now kills the bullock for meat..'

Here the syntactic rules we have come to expect are completely ig-

nored. If the anti-passive device were to be employed bulki would be

in the locative case and -i would be added to the verb kuni. However,

Hershberger says this is not grammatical in Gugu-Yalanji (1981 personal

communication). If -ji were to be added to kuni, bulki would stay in

the absolute case and bama would go into the locative or be omitted

altogether. Hershberger says it is not likely to be said in Gugu-

Yalanji as the focus is on bama in this sentence. If the second

clause were transformed in this way the focus of the second clause

would be on bulki. The following sentence illustrates the same kind

of coordination as the previous one; a noun in the absolute case is

used as the subject of a series of intransitive verbs and then as

the subject of a transitive verb.

(31) God buyun-buyun-ku milka-wula-y-da, dayirr-bunga-l-da

God sin-PL.-DAT. forget-N.C.-now, clear-make-N.C.-now

buyun-buyun kida-l-da bama-ndamun (H.H.& R..1973.48).

sin-PL.-ABS. sweep-N.C.-now man-ABL.

'God will forget sins, he will make (everything) clear, he will

sweep sins from man.'

Yet the following also occurs:
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(32) ...God-ungku buyun-buyun kida-nya nyungu-ndumun (K.H.&R.H. 1973:

...God-ERG. sin-PL. sweep-because him-ABL.

'...because God will sweep sins from him.'

It seems that there is not a strict ergative or accusative syn-

tactic rule governing sentence co-ordination in Gugu-Yalanji. There-

fore it does not seem that an anti-passive device is needed. Ruth

Hershberger (personal communication) has confirmed that transitive

and intransitive verbs can be strung together with a common subject

given just once. Dixon says '....co-ordination is not so grammatically

central in Yidiny as it is in Dyirbal...while Dyirbal has a strict co-

referentiality rule...Yidiny allows semantic and contextual interpre-

tation to play a considerable role' (Dixon 1977B:381). While

both Dyirbal and Yidiny border some part of the Gugu-Yalanji speaking

area, it seems that YidinY is much more like Gugu-Yalanji in syntax

than Dyirbal is.



CHAPTER 3

OTHER FUNCTIONS OF -JI

If -4 is not used to create an anti-passive construction in

Gugu-Yalanji, what function does it have? Apart from the anti-passive,

-0 performs several other functions in Yidiny. As its use seems to

be very similar in both languages, we will examine these functions and

compare them to Gugu-Yalanji sentences.

Ref1 exive

In Yidiny there is a formal distinction between an accidental

action which is reflexive and a deliberate action which is reflexive.

In Yidiny -Jmarks a simple deliberate reflexive. If confusion with

the anti-passive could result, sometimes a particle meaning 'self'

is added. In Gugu-Yalanji -_Q also marks a deliberate reflexive.

(33) Ngana yala bama nyulu-ku nyaji-ji kilaja-nunbu (H.H. & R.H. 1973:

10-12).

1st pers.pl.-nom. like man-ABS. 3rd pers.sg.-DAT. see-ji mirror-

LOC.

'We are like a man who sees himself in a mirror.'

The reflexive 0 is in the dative case. This seems to differ a little

from Yidin where the -_' is sufficient. There is no word for 'self'

listed in Oates's word list (Oates and Oates 1964).

22
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Chance Effect

Dixon says this happens when there is a human agent who achieves

some results by chance. The agent does not have control over the

result (Dixon 1977A:288). This appears to be the case in the

following sentence which occurs after a woman brings her baby home

from the hospital and shows it to the other women.

(34) Jana wawurr-wawurr-mani-ji-n wubul-ku (H.H.& R.H. 1974:1).

they happy-CAUS.-JI-C. all-DAT.

'They made everybody happy' ("They' refers to both mother and baby).

Once more the 0 is in the dative case.

Inanimate Agent

Dixon (1977A:282) says this is often an accidental reflexive in

Yidiny, and gives the following example:

(35) nanan dina banga-ldu gunda-DJI-nu1

I-ACC. foot-ABS. axe-ERG. cut-DJI-PAST

'The axe cut my foot (=I cut myself, acidentally, on the axe)

If it is a purposeful reflexive, the instrumental case marking is used

for axe' and the pronoun is in the accusative case.

(36) nayu banga-lda gunda:dji-nu

I-SUBJ. axe-INST. cut-DJI-PAST

'I cut myself Con purpose) with an axe' (Dixon 1977A:283).

In Gugu-Yalanji the ergative ending for non-animate objects is

the same as the instrumental ending. One example of this is (37):

DJI is the same as the Gugu-Yalanji -ji. Dixon is using a dif-
ferent spelling system.
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(37) Kaya juku-bu yinyil bungal

dog stick-INST. frightened made

'The dog is made frightened by the stick.'

(The gloss and translation are from R.H. 1964B:35)

However, in the following sentence Hershberger translates this same

ending as a subject marker:

(38) bay-bu bana wumbul-bunga-n

fire-SUBJECT marker-ERG. water hot make-C

'The fire made the water hot' (R.H. 1964B:50).

In the above sentence there is no -ji ending for an inanimate agent

and there appears no evidence to differentiate between (37) and (38)

in terms of case marking. The following sentence shows the same

instrumental ending with a pronoun in the nominative case:

(39) nyabil-da ngana God-unku ngulkurr-ngulkurr balka-1

tongue-INST. we god-DAT. good-good talk-N.C.

'We say good things to God with our tongue' (H.H.&R.H. 1973:28).

In the following sentences when the -ji is added a case change occurs:

(40) baya-anga bana wumbul-bunga-ji-n

fire-LOC. water-ABS. hot-make-JI-C

'The water was made hot by the fire' (R.H. 1964B:50).

(41) wungar-a ngayu ngalungalu-mani-ii-n

sun-LOC. I happy-JI-C

'I am made happy by the sun' (R.H. 1964B:50).

In the above sentences Hershberger has translated the -ji as a pas-

sive marker, but the inanimate agent in both cases is in the locative
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and not in the instrumental case as in sentences (37) and (38).

At this point I will not speculate on the differences between

these sentences. However it does seem that Gugu-Yalanji does not mark

an inanimate agent in the ergative case with -ji, as Yidin does, al-

though it may mark an inanimate agent with -Qi and another case.

Continuous Action

In Yidiny -Qi 'can indicate a continuous (or repeated) action, ex-

tending into the past and future - something which cannot be viewed

as a whole by looking in either direction from the vantage point of

the present' (Dixon 1977A:289). It appears to have the same

function in Gugu-Yalanji. The following sentence is an example of

this. It is the second -ji which emphasizes the continuous aspect

when it is attached to a continuous verb. The first -ji will be

discussed later.

(42) Kaki nyulu kari giveup-mani-ji

if he-NEG. give up-CAUS.-JI

God-undo janba-janbanga-ji

God-LOC. stick-CONT.-JI

nyulu wawurr-wawurr bunda-y

He happy-CONT. sit.N.C.

'If he does not give up, keeps on sticking to God, he will remain

happy.

Hershberger points out that although this is an action which is
lasting a long time, it is also a kaki - 'if/when' construction.
The second -_i may signify irrealis mode (private communication).
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Gugu-Yalanji and Yidin both seem to use -i_ to shown continuous

action, reflexive, a chance effect not intended by the agent, and

perhaps an inanimate agent. However, Gugu-Yalanji has some other

uses for -ji.

Passive

Hershberger translates sentences (13) and (15) as passive when

the agent is in the locative case. (40) and (41) are also translated

as passive. Another sentence from Hershberger fitting this pattern is

(43) Danny-nda bulka buyun-bunga-ii-n

Danny-LOC. nest-ABS. bad-make-JI-N

'The nest was spoiled by Danny' (R.H. 1964B:49).

Many words in the word list (Oates and Oates 1964).have a passive,

meaning when -ji is added:

e.g. kuni 'to strike, hit'

kunijin 'shot, wounded, hurt'

dumbarrika 'to break'

dumbarrajin 'broken up'

balka 'to talk, commence conversation'

balkajin 'to be born'

Intransitivizer

In three sentences Hershberger translated -ji as -an intransiti-

vizer rather than as passive. In these sentences the agent of the

transitive verb is not in the ergative case but in the absolute case

and the object of the verb is in the locative case. Two of these
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sentences are (17) and (19), The other is given here:

(44) Nancy jarruka-munbu baka-ji-n

Nancy-ABS. nest-LOC. dig-INTR.-N.C.

'Nancy dug (in) the nest (?)' (R.H. 1964B:48).

Another example of a transitive verb which seems to be intransiti-

vized by -ji follows. (4) is the first part of (42).

(45) Kaki nyulu kari giveup-mani-ji

If he NEG. give up-CAUS.-JI

'If he does not give up.'

Nyulu is the subject of both a transitive and an intransitive verb,

as pronouns follow a nominative-accusative pattern, but there is no

object in this sentence and the verb is intransitive.

In the word list there are a number of verbs which become in-

transitive in meaning with the addition of -ji (Oates and Oates. 1964).

e.g.

Jakalmbal 'cremated'

jakalmbajin 'burned up'

jani 'to cook'

janjin 'to swim, sink in water, drown'

mumba 'to place inside something'

mumbayji 'to enter'

ngakil 'to steal'

ngakijil 'to disappear'
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Summary of Functions of -ji in Gugu-Yalanji

(i) -ji marks a reflexive.

(ii) -ji marks a chance effect created by the agent, an effect

the agent had no control over.

(iii) -ji marks a continuous action.

(iv) -ji marks a passive.

(v) -ji marks a verb which has been intransitivized.

Although I have not found a function which could be called anti-

passive in the sense it is used in Dixon's survey of Yidiny, to

co-ordinate sentences, what is called "'passive' in this paper and in

the Hershbergers' work is the same case rearrangement as the 'anti-

passive' is in Yidin . The ergative case noun is put into the absolute

case and the former absolute case is marked by a locative or dative.

Although the term 'passive' is used mainly to refer to accusative

languages and 'anti-passive' refers mainly to ergative languages, I

have not used the label 'anti-passive' as Dixon so strongly identifies

the case change with sentence co-ordination in Yidin. As this does not

appear to be the primary purpose for this case change in Gugu-Yalanji,

the term 'passive' is used as it does not have this connotation.



CHAPTER IV

-JI AND TRANSITIVITY

Although -jj appears to have a variety of different functions,

if these functions are examined in the light of recent research in

transitivity, all of these functions can be explained in terms of

the last function. -ji is an intransitivizer.

Features of Transitivity and Intransitivity

Dixon notes that 'the norm case in Yidin is for a transitive

verb to occur in a sentence which has a (deep) A NP that is

(i) distinct from the surface S/0 NP, and

(ii) has ;oiitiona control over

(iii) a single completed or anticipated action.

Any sentence that deviates from this norm will have its verb(s) marked

by the derivational affix -:DJI-n' (Dixon 1977:276).

These features are the very ones cited by Hopper and Thompson

(HopperThompson 1980:251) in their list of features of the transi-

tivity complex. The features which make a verb high in transitivity

are two separate and distinct participants, kinesis, punctuality

(no transition between inception and transition), volitionality,

affirmation, realis or irrealis mode, agency, affectedness of 0, and

individuation of 0. Hopper and Thompson use Dixon's analysis ofji

in Yidiny as evidence for these components in the complex, and as

Gugu-Yalanji is so similar to Yidin, it seems that this is a circular

29
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argument. However they present a very strong argument drawn from

other data as well. '...anti-passive and 0-incorporation con-

structions serve exactly the same purpose: they code clauses which

are low in transitivity as "intransitive" - even ones which may,

strictly speaking, have two participants. That is morphosyntactic

markings tend to be sensitive to transitivity as a whole, rather than

to the actual presence or absence of a second participant' (Hopper,

Thompson 1980:254).

Case Markings Indicative of Features of the Transitivity Complex

On page 5 Gugu-Yalanji verbs were divided into four classes,

transitive, intransitive, 'middle' , and adjectives. The distinc-

tion between transitive and intransitive was made on two grounds:

a transitive verb clearly marks the agent with the ergative case,

and the object is unmarked. In traditional terms this is the

absolute case. Intransitive verbs take a 'subject' in the absolute

case, the same case as the affected 0 of the transitive verb. The

other distinction was made on present tense marking; transitive

verbs have a present tense marker of -1 while intransitive verbs have

a present tense marker of --y, and apart from a small group of ex-

ceptions, which were intransitive verbs marked with a -1, verbs fit

exactly into these two classes of transitive and intransitive.

'Middle' verbs take a dative object, thereby clearly indicating the

object is not affected.

The affected object of the transitive verb, marked by the abso-

lute case, is clearly the patient in case grammar. As Gugu-Yalanji
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(and indeed most ergative type languages) seems to reflect its

basic syntax so transparently in case markings, one would expect

that the 'subject' of intransitive verbs, also marked by absolute

case, or actually unmarked, would also be a patient in case grammar.

When the intransitive verbs in Gugu-Yalanji are reviewed, it appears

this is so, except for a group of verbs which definitely involve

agents. Included in this group is the group marked by Hershberger

as intransitive, but with a transitive present tense ending (5-6).

The Affected Agent in the Absolute Case

Recently Saksena has identified two semantic types of agents,

affected and unaffected (Saksena 1980). The affected agent group

corresponds to that intransitive group marked by the transitive -1

ending in Gugu-Yalanji. These are the same verbs which are repre-

sented by reflexives in French and Spanish, those having to do with

bodily movement. Unfortunately Oates's word list does not give verbs

in their present tense state; they are listed as they were heard,

without analysis, so that -ka, -ii and other verbal affixes prevent

a bigger list of these verbs than appears on pages 5-6.

Dixon notes that in Yidin there are three verbal endings, -1,

-n, and -r. There are only thirteen of the -r group of verbs al-

together: two of which are intransitive and the rest are transitive.

Because the list is so small, he gives all the verbs in the group.

The two he describes as intransitive are translated as 'feel sore,

have pain', and 'smell' (Dixon 1977:208). Both of these are

definitely affected agent type verbs.
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For Dyirbal Dixon has divided the verbs into seven semantic and

syntactic groups. He compares these groups syntactically by taking

both the transitive and intransitive verbs which are usually dif-

ferent lexical verbs, and comparing them to Dyalnguy, the 'mother-

in-law' language, where one verb covers both the Dyirbal verbs, the

difference in transitivity being shown by a reflexive marker. There

are two groups which are of interest because of their syntactic case

markings. Group 6 is a group of verbs dealing with residual bodily

activities not covered by other groups. It includes verbs such as

'cry', laugh', 'cough' and so on. It is the only group which is

not semantically related to any transitive verb. Group 1 is the

other group of interest. It includes both transitive and intransi-

tive verbs, according to Dixon's analysis, and deals with position,

either movement or rest. What sets this group apart syntactically

is that when these verbs are compared to their Dyalnguy equivalents

the object of the transitive verb becomes the subject of the intran-

sitive verb. An example of this is Example 2 given below in English:

e.g. 1. She is eating the food She is eating.

2. He stands her up She stands up.

Dixon says that in example 1 the S of the intransitive verb = the A of

the transitive verb, whereas in example 2 the S of the intransitive

verb = the 0 of the transitive verb (Dixon 1971:461-66).

Saksena says of affected agents:

These agents share a common semantics: the agent of such a verb
is also the recipient of the verb activity, and constitutes the
goal toward which this activity is directed. Thus the activities
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represented by "eat" and "read" are not only directed at their
objects, but also towards their agents. These agents undergo-a
change of state physically or psychologically. In other words,
these agents have some of the properties that one typically
expects of patients [Saksena 1980:821]

Example 1 above is an affected agent by this definition. Example 2

is really a causative construction. The intransitive 'she stands' is

really an affected-agent type, and is represented in Dyalnguy as a

reflexive. The affected-agent group of verbs appears to be coded as

transitive, but as the object is the agent it is then reflexive and

becomes intransitive. It appears the only way to transitivize such

verbs is with a causative construction which introduces a different

distinct agent. This is perfectly illustrated in Gugu-Yalanji where

Hershberger notes the strange change in verb endings in the follow-

ing:

wandi-1 - 'to wake up' wandi-y-mani-l - 'to wake somebody up'

wala-1 - 'enter' wala-y-mani-l - 'take (him) in'

(R.H. 1964B:42)

Saksena identifies other factors which are marked in Hindi causa-

tive constructions. Two which are of interest in explaining Dixon's

classifications are: affectedness of the agent of the causative con-

struction, and volition and control of the action by the causee of a

causative construction. In Hindi 'non-affected agents to not appear

as intransitive subjects' (Saksena 1980:825). It appears that in

Dyirbal this is so also, and this explains why in group 1, the agent
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of the transitive causative construction cannot occur as the in-

transitive subject of the Dyalnguy verb. For verbs in group 6 the

agent, though affected, may not always have control, or even

volition, over such activities as 'cry', "laugh' , and 'cough', where-

as 'sing', which appears in a different group, is an activity over

which the agent has both volition and control. Therefore the verbs

in group 6 do not have transitive equivalents as the agent of these

activities is more of a patient than an agent. In Hindi 'only af-

fected roles such as patients, experiencers, and affected agents

can be intransitive subjects' (Saksena 1980:825).

With the identification of various factors which affect transi-

tivity, and therefore case markings, the effect of -jii on the Gugu-

Yalanji sentence which puzzled both Hershberger and Blake, and the

reason for the use of -jii might be explained more easily.

Analysis of Noun Cases in -ji Sentences

Because pronouns work on a nominative-accusative system, -jii only

affects those pronouns we would expect to find in the accusative case.

The sentences have the subject or actor pronoun in the nominative case

and the object pronoun in the dative case.

If all of the -ji sentences involving nouns are analyzed it is

found that except for those noted by Hershberger and commented on by

Blake, sentences (17), (19), and (43), -ji has the effect of changing

the case of the agent noun from the ergative to the locative (it ap-

'Saksena notes that she does not consider exertion a feature of
affected agency, as it is already a feature of agency.
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pears that Silverstein's split of agentivity which is so clearly

defined between pronouns and nouns in Gugu-Yalanji is also illus-

trated in the oblique case used for *-Ji constructions. Pronouns take

the dative case, NPs the locative). The object of the verb remains

in the same case after the _J transformation, the unmarked absolute

case. If the -i were compared to the English passive in Fillmore's

sentences (here renumbered i-iv),

(i) John opened the door.

(ii) The door was opened by John.

(iii) The key opened the door.

(iv) John opened the door with a key (Fillmore 1968:25).

the door, which was called factitive in this paper, but has become

known as patient in case grammar, is constant in case in both English

and Gugu-Yalanji. Not only is the door in the absolute unmarked case

in all these sentences, but if we add (y) to the set above,

(v) The door opened.

the door here is also in the same case in Gugu-Yalanji as it is the

subject of an intransitive verb. The cases assigned by Fillmore to

the other nouns in these sentences are directly marked in Gugu-Yalanji.

John, the agent in (i), is marked ergative. In (ii) although John is

still an agent, it is put into an oblique case. In Gugu-Yalanji the

corresponding oblique case is locative. Compare (i) and (ii) with

(12) and (13) repeated here:

(12) Hank-angka minya yaka-n

Hank-ERG. meat cut-C.
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'Hank cut the meat.'

(13) Hank-anda minya yaka-ji-n

Hank-LOC. meat cut-JI-C.

'The meat was cut by Hank,.

In (iii) an instrumental is used as a subject. Fillmore clearly marks

this as an instrument as instruments can be used as subjects in

English. Compare with Gugu-Yalanji sentences (37), (38) and (40)

where an instrumental ending is used both as a subject and as an in-

strument. In (40) after -ji has been added baya changes from the in-

strumental to locative. This compares to

(vi) The door was opened with a key.

-ji is used in these sentences in exactly the same way as the passive

in English. -ji is an intransitivizer, and it seems that the pas-

sive serves exactly the same function in English.

In sentences (17), (19) and (44) which resemble the anti-passive

in Dyirbal and Yidiny because the ergative noun is in the absolute

case, the verbs laugh and eat are both of the affected-agent type.

Sentence (16) is a straight forward transitive sentence with an af-

fected agent but with the action directed at the object. Because eat

is an affected-agent verb, the verb can be intransitivized as Danny

ate. The focus here is on Danny as affected, rather than on what-

ever was eaten. The translation given by Hershberger for the two

sentences differs. For (16) the translation is 'Danny ate the food,"

but for (17), 'Danny had his food.' Hopper and Thompson cite examples

of definite and wholeness of objects as being transitivity factors,
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while indefinite and partial objects are intransitive factors (Hopper,

Thompson 1980). Danny ate and Danny-had his-food are almost

identical in meaning, but Danny ate the food focusesmore on Danny

as an actor affecting the food.

(18) and (19) seem to parallel the Hindi sentences cited by

Saksena:

(46) raam-koo gussaa aay-aa

Ram-DAT./ACC. anger come-PAST(M)

'Anger came to Ram' (=Ram got angry).

(47) raam-nee gussaa kuy-aa

Ram-AGT anger do-PAST (M)

'Ram showed anger' (without necessarily experiencing it).

Saksena says that in (47) Ram is not affected and is in control

(Saksena 1980:815). She gives a similar pair of sentences which

illustrate that, when the agent does not act willingly, the patient

marker is used. When the agent performs the act on his own volition,

the agent marker is used.

The other pair of sentences given by Hershberger which fitted

the pattern of the ergative noun becoming the absolute noun was

(48) Nancy-ngka jarruka baka-n

Nancy-ERG. nest dig-C.

'Nancy dug (in) the nest.

(49) Nancy jarruka-munbu baka-ji-n

Nancy nest-LOC. dig-C.

'Nancy dug (in) the nest.,?)'
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Hershberger gives the same translation for both these sentences with a

question mark for the second. As 'dig' does not seem an affected-

agent type of verb, it does not seem to fit the explanation offered

above. (in) is inserted as optional in both sentences so it does not

appear that partial object is the reason for J1 in (44). Nancy may

be affected in that she is dirty, or it may just be, as Hershberger

suggested for (14) and (15), a difference in focus.

Dixon says that

every verb in Yidin is inherently transitive or intransitive,
and its transitivity is of utmost importance for the syntactic
operations that can be applied to it.
e.g. bama buna bargandanu
If barganda-n - 'pass by' were intransitive, this sentence would
mean 'the woman passed by'; since it is, in fact, transitive,
(it) means '(someone) passed the woman by' [Dixon 1977:273]

Gugu-Yalanji seems to have exactly the same distinction between

transitive and intransitive verbs (this may be why English verbs are

incorporated with the affixes -ma, or -mani to indicate transitivity).

Hershberger gives the following example of a transitive verb:

(49) bangkamu nanda-n

sweet potatoes plant-C

'(They) planted sweet potatoes' (R.H. 1964A:33).

In this example the verb is transitive and it is obvious from the

absolute case that bangkamu is the patient, or object, of the transi-

tive verb. The agent has been omitted, and probably has been supplied

from the context. This verb does demand an animate agent so no confusion
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would arise semantically. However, At obviously is clear syntactically

as well. The focus here is on the sweet potatoes, or the fact that

they were planted. It is definitely not on the agent. Other sen-

tences illustrate this. The first two have been given in this paper

already.

(8) kulji dara-n

stone ABS. fall-C

'The stone fell.'

(9) Danny-ngka kulji dara-mani-n

Danny-ERG. stone-ABS. fall-CAUS.-C.

'Danny dropped the stone.'

(50) Danny-nda kulji dara-n

Danny-LOC. stone-ABS. fall-C.

'The stone was dropped by Danny' (R.H. 1964B:51).

Here there can be a change of focus according to whether a transi-

tive or intransitive verb is used. -j does not need to get a pas-

sive translation for (51). Similarly:

(52) kaya juku-bu yinyil bunga-l

dog stick-INST. frightened make-C.

'The dog is made frightened by the stick.'

Here focus on the patient is achieved with a transitive verb without

having to add ji_. However if the agent were added to this sentence

for kaya to still be in focus, -ji would have to be added to the verb

to intransitivize it and the agent would then go into the locative.

The passive relationship is already expressed between the verb
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and the absolute case in Gugu-Yalanji. There is no need of a-' to

express it, and when _i is added it is merely to intransitivize a

verb so that this passive relationship can still exist without focus

being given to the agent because a transitive verb is used.

For reflexive verbs it is difficult to tell if the focus rests

on the subject or object (or agent or patient) as they are indis-

tinct and co-referential. Gugu-Yalanji appears to follow the

hierarchy described by Silverstein and give agent focus to pronouns

and patient focus to nouns. However, as they are co-referential it

does not seem to matter.

In English the relationship of the noun to the verb is shown by

word order. Only oblique cases are marked by prepositions, and it is

generally accepted that English is an SVO language with an adjective

order which is vestigial of an OV order.

However, in the light of Saksena's evidence of affected agents

English needs to be re-examined. English is an OV language. The

patient noun comes before the verb in all cases except for tran-

sitive verbs. This is the method English has for marking transi-

tive verbs. Ergative languages have the ergative case to mark a

transitive verb, and this is why word order can be completely free.

Lehmann quotes Klaeber's conclusions on the syntax of Beowulf:

In the matter of word-order the outstanding feature is the
predominance, according to ancient Germanic rule, of the end-
position of the verb both in dependent and, to a somewhat les-
ser degree, independent clauses,... The opposite order: verb-
subject is not infrequently found to mark a distinctive advance
in the narrative (the more restful order being more properly
adapted to description or presentation of situations and minor
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narrative links) or to intimate in a vague, general way a con-
nection of the sentence with the preceding one... [Lehmann
1972:9861

Hopper and Thompson state that the use of transitive and intran-

sitive verbs follows the rules of topic discourse and transitive verbs

are used to give foregrounded information while intransitive verbs

are used to give background information (hopper and Thompson 1980).

More research is needed to show why complement structures appear in a

post-verb position. However deep structure suggests they are in a pre-

verb position.



CHAPTER V

-JI AS A STATIVE MARKER

So far this paper has concentrated on the properties of transi-

tivity and the factors which make a verb more or less transitive.

However intransitive verbs also have varying degrees of intransitivity

just as transitive verbs do. The end of the scale opposite a transi-

tive verb is not an intransitive verb but a stative adjective. The

features of stative adjectives are minus all the features of transi-

tive verbs which Hopper and Thompson include in their transitivity

complex.

This scale is very limited in features and types of verbs. The

order on the scale also needs more investigation. It is difficult to

find a regular intransitive verb which is not either of the affected-

agent or incorporated-object type.

The verbs which are below regular intransitive are the ones which

are all stative and translated by the stative verb 'be' in English. It

is interesting to note that the only difference between a transitive

verb and a passive verb is one of stativeness. These stative verbs are

marked by -j_ in Gugu-Yalanji. J_ appears to have the same function

as the stative verb 'be' in English. It is a mark of stativeness. When

a stative marker is added to a transitive verb an intransitive verb re-

sults. 'Morphosyntactic markings tend to be sensitive to transitivity

42
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as a whole' (Hopper and Thompson 1980:254). Except for the use of

marking something that goes on for a long time -ji is only used with

transitive verbs, both in Yidinh and Gugu-Yalanji. This is why it ap-

pears to have only the function of being an intransitivizer. However,

something that continues for an unusually long time becomes like a

state. -J is normally omitted from Gugu-Yalanji sentences with

predicate adjectives and nouns, but it is added when this state is em-

phasized. An example of this is given under the section which deals

with _J affixed to other parts of speech.

Languages rich in vocabulary may show the variations in Table III

lexically, but where there are lexical gaps a syntactic device is

often used. Gugu-Yalanji uses -mana, -ma and -J to fill these gaps.

Proto-Uto-Aztecan offers evidence which supports this analysis

of -ji. Langacker and Monro describe a reconstructed passive suffix

in Proto-Uto-Aztecan. This suffix .-*tiwa is a passive suffix when

added to intransitive verbs in various Uto-Aztecan languages.

The following are the English translations of the examples they cite

which show this suffix attached to intransitive verbs:

There is crying.
Here one works a lot.
There was much dancing.
A wedding takes place.
There was dying [Langacker and Monro 1975:795]

Apart from the verb 'wed' which is reciprocal, and therefore

intransitive, all of these verbs are of the affected-agent type and

therefore intransitive also.

Langacker and Monro also note the use of the reflexive marker



to mark passive constructions in many languages and they give ex-

amples of this from Spanish. They conclude that both the impersonal

and the reflexive marker can be used as a mark of passive constructions,

because, in all of these constructions, there is no specified, dis-

tinct subject (the word subject is used in the sense of agent).

TABLE III

TRANSITIVITY SCALE

Stative

transitive

affected agent

reflexive

impersonal
constructions

regular
intransitive

passives

non-stative
adjectives

stative
adjectives

Volitional Continuous
agent tense

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

Punctuality

+

+

+

+

++

+

*The patient of a non-stative adjective shows some features of agency
as the imperative can be used with them. Nonstative adjectives are
ones over which the patient has some control: careful_, cautious,
foolish, polite. These then, although stative, are less stative than
the stative adjectives over which the patient has no control: tall,
short, poor, fragile Lakoff l966l16).
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The passive suffix -*tiwa in Proto-Uto-Aztecan was originally bi-

morphemic. ti - "be" and wa - a nominalizing suffix. -*tiwa is also

added to verbs to derive nouns. Examples given here are the English

translation of examples given by Langacker and Monro (1975:799):-

dance - dancer

write - pencil, brush

run - running

Other Functions o j

In Gugu-Yalanji -ji can also be used as a nominalizer in the same

fashion as the Proto-Uto-Aztecan examples:

e.g. dambun - 'to kill secretly'

dambunji - 'burglar, potential killer'

maban - 'to swallow'

mabaji - 'one who eats greedily, 'scoffs' up food as a dog

does'

warmbil - 'to deny'

warmbiji - 'person who denies knowledge of a thing'

(Oates and Oates 1964).

Another use of -ji is as an affix to pronouns. When used in this

manner it is emphatic.

(52) yundu-ji bana mani-1

you-JI water get-N.C.

'You're the one to get the water.
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(53) ngayu yunu-n-ji nyaji-n

I you-ACC.-JI see-C.

'You are the one I saw' (R.H. 1964 C:64).

The final use of -ji in Gugu-Yalanji is as an accompaniment

marker as mentioned on page 3. It attaches to nouns, pronouns, and

adjectives and has the meaning of 'with' or 'having'. The example of

Guqu-Yalan-ji - 'speech of this place" has already been given. An

example of this use on pronouns follows:

(54) ngayu nyungu-n-ji dunga-n

I him-ACC.-JI go-C.

'I went with him' (R.H. 1964 C:60).

I have classified adjectives as stative verbs and the _J affix

on adjectives should be dealt with under -i as a verbal affix. How-

ever most of the Australian language papers deal with it separately

and classify it as an accompaniment or 'having' affix, so I will

list it separately. If -j has the same basic meaning, it does not

matter. Adjectives in Gugu-Yalanji are usually all that is required

to complete a sentence. There is usually no verb 'to be', but one

can be added for emphasis.

(55) Buyun-ji Johnnie

bad-JI Johnnie

'Poor Johnnie' (H.H. & R.H. 1974:11).

(56) Jana dubu-dubu-ngku yalarrku yinya kuku nyaji-1

3rd PERS.PL.NOM. ghost-PL.ERG. also that word hear-N.C.
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believe-im-bunga-1, yamba jana yarrari

believe-make-N.C. but 3rd PERS. PL.NOM. nervous

Jana yinyil-ji god-unku

3rd PERS.PL.NOM. fright-JI god-DAT.

'Those spirits (lit. ghosts) also hear that word and believe it,

but they are nervous. They are frightened of God-.

(56) illustrates the use of an adjective without -ji inyamba

jana yararri 'they are nervous'. The -ji on the next sentence, Jana

yinyilji godunku 'They are frightened of God.' whether an emphatic,

an accompaniment, a 'having' , or a stative marker has to be trans-

lated by the English verb be", just as in the sentence above where

there is no -ji. However, there is no doubt that the second sentence

is not only more emphatic but it describes a permanent state, or

attitude towards God. Incidentally God is in the dative case here

because God is not affected by yinyil.

The following words from the word list confirm -ji is a stative

marker:

bulur - 'cold' bulurji - 'winter time'

wunga - 'sun' wungaji - 'summer'

(Oates and Oates 1964).

Sutton, in his survey of the 'having" affix in fifty Australian

languages found !that proprietive affixes in Australian languages

show reasonably high cognation, while privative affixes do not. This

may derive from the apparent relationship of the former to basic areas

of syntax such as verb transitivity' (Sutton 1976:299). Sutton's
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survey showed in many languages the suffix for 'having' was the same

as the reflexive marker, and, to a lesser extent, the intransitivizer.

In fact one language (Warungu) had a stative/participial marker-ldji

which was similar to the proprietive affix-dji/-yi*, although this

was not an accompaniment or reflexive affix for this language.

Warungu is a language spoken in Northern Queensland also, and it

seems to have many words which are cognate to Gugu-Yalanji. It also

has a construction which is identical to the Dyirbal anti-passive con-

struction, but this is marked not by -dji/-yi* but by -gali (Tsunoda

1976:214ff).

One of the problems of translating an affix like -ji which appears

to have many functions and therefore represents an underlying idea or

state, is that the language which is being translated into may not

have the same word to represent the different manifestations of this

basic state. This is the case in English where -Qi can be translated

as the verb 'to be' , as "'having' , or 'with'. The various functions of

these words are not completely understood in English.

Sutton says that the 'having' affix in Australian languages is

equivalent to some "having' and 'with' constructions in English.

e.g.1I bashed/dug/hit.' I had a bash/dig/hit.'

I began with a bash/dig/hit'(Sutton 1976:299).

Langacker and Monro note the similarities between the perfective

and the passive in Mojave, although Mojave always marks active verbs

with 'do' and stative verbs with 'be' . They note: 'but "be" and

*Denotes phonetic variation
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"have" must obviously be similar semantically - since, for instance,

either verb can be used to express the notion of possession (the book

is John's; John has the book).' Like a passive, a perfective sentence

makes an assertion of existence--the existence of an accomplished

or realized state resulting from an earlier event--so the use of a

higher stative verb is most appropriatel(Langacker and Munro 1975:

824- 25).

When this higher stative verb retains the same form for all of

its functions, the syntax is more iconistic of the basic semantics.

Such is the nature of -j1 in Gugu-Yalanji.

Conclusion

The hypothesis that -I is a stative marker accounts for the

apparent diverse functions it has as a verbal affix. It also

accounts for the functions of -j as a non-verbal affix.
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